
























































































































































NEW MILFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Office of the Superintendent 

50 East Street 

New Milford, Connecticut  06776 

(860) 355-8406  FAX (860) 210-4132 

 

 

 
Dr. Stephen Tracy 

Interim Superintendent of Schools 

 

 

        June 7, 2019 

 

To the Board of Education: 

 

Attached please find the FY20 budget reduction plan that will be 

reviewed by the Operations Committee at its June 11 meeting.  

These proposals have been developed in consultation with our 

building principals and central office leaders.  If adopted, this plan 

will reduce the budget that the Board of Education adopted on 

January 30, 2019 by $601,897, bringing it into line with the 

$64,040,692 amount that was approved by the voters last month. 

 

The proposed reduction plan: 

 

1. Sustains the Board’s earlier decision to eliminate “pay to 

participate”, at a cost of $60,000; 

 

2. Results in fractional reductions in assistant principal positions 

at the primary, intermediate and middle school levels, totaling 

1.00 FTE; 

 

3. Restores 0.60 of the 1.00 assistant principal position that was 

eliminated at SNIS when the Board’s proposed budget was 

adopted in January.  For several reasons, including the growing 

number of SNIS children requiring special services, I believe 

that a reduction in the assistant principal staff of 0.40 (rather 

than 1.00) is prudent; 

 



4. Includes the elimination of two and a half teaching positions (a 

Practical Arts position at the middle school and a Business 

Education position at the high school, based on enrollment, and 

0.50 of the district’s 2.00 teachers of the Gifted & Talented). 

 

5. Includes a reduction in the custodial workforce, from 31.5 to 

30.5; 

 

6. Reduces the substance abuse counselor position (currently 

vacant) from 1.00 to 0.50; 

 

7. Reduces the proposed increase spending on copier equipment 

and services from $36,081 to $6,081; 

 

8. Reduces spending in various equipment, supply and materials 

lines in each of our schools; 

 

9. Reduces school based Chrome Books purchases from 322 to 

285 (for a savings of $10,360) and reduces the cost of Chrome 

Book purchases by $36 per unit (for a further reduction of 

$10,260), based on savings achieved in collaboration with Ed 

Advance; and 

 

10. Eliminates funding related to the updating of the district’s 

strategic plan and related enrollment study, for a savings of 

$55,000. 

 

 

I anticipate that this spending reduction plan will be revised as the 

result of discussions at the June 11 Operations Committee meeting, 

prior to the Board of Education’s final budget deliberations on 

June 18. 

 

       Regards, 

 
       Stephen Tracy 

       Interim Superintendent 



LOCATION/DEPARTMENT Description
Individual 

Line 
Reduction

Running 
Reduction 

Total

Category 
Total

Average savings in actual expenditure versus budget for 
last 3 Fiscal Years ‐ Utilities

‐$7,100 ‐$7,100

Average savings in actual expenditure versus budget for 
last 3 Fiscal Years ‐ Security Monitors

‐$2,800 ‐$9,900

Average savings in actual expenditure versus budget for 
last 3 Fiscal Years ‐ Tech Dues & Fees

‐$810 ‐$10,710

Average savings in actual expenditure versus budget for 
last 3 Fiscal Years ‐ Tech Licenses

‐$8,000 ‐$18,710

Average savings in actual expenditure versus budget for 
last 3 Fiscal Years ‐ Central Office Supplies

‐$2,422 ‐$21,132

Removal of consulting funds to develop and implement a 
strategic plan last conducted in 2010

‐$20,000 ‐$41,132

Removal of consulting funds to update enrollment study 
last conducted in 2014

‐$35,000 ‐$76,132

Removal of funds to replace aging copiers ‐$30,000 ‐$106,132

Non‐Salary School Based Budget Reductions ‐$34,459 ‐$140,591
Principal Replacement Savings 0.0 FTE Change ‐$5,386 ‐$145,977
Assistant Principal Reduction ‐0.1 FTE Change ‐$7,425 ‐$153,402
Non‐Salary School Based Budget Reductions ‐$24,481 ‐$177,883
Principal Replacement Savings 0.0 FTE Change ‐$17,537 ‐$195,420
Assistant Principal Reduction ‐0.1 FTE Change ‐$5,154 ‐$200,574
Non‐Salary School Based Budget Reductions ‐$67,704 ‐$268,278
Assistant Principal Restoration +0.6 FTE Change $72,000 ‐$196,278
Non‐Salary School Based Budget Reductions ‐$10,282 ‐$206,560
Assistant Principal Reduction ‐0.4 FTE Change ‐$43,650 ‐$250,210
Practical Arts Teacher Reduction ‐1.0 FTE Change ‐$91,515 ‐$341,725
Non‐Salary School Based Budget Reductions ‐$38,420 ‐$380,145
Winter Guard Stipend Removals (2) ‐$3,970 ‐$384,115
Winter Percussion Stipend Removals (6) ‐$10,870 ‐$394,985
Business Teacher Reduction ‐1.0 FTE Change ‐$66,725 ‐$461,710

SPED Substance Abuse Counselor Reduction ‐0.5 FTE Change ‐$40,500 ‐$502,210
DOI TAG Teacher Reduction ‐0.5 FTE Change ‐$50,588 ‐$552,798

FACILITIES Custodial Reduction ‐1.0 FTE Change ‐$49,099 ‐$601,897
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SMS ‐$495,765

REMAINING ADJUSTMENT REQUIRED $0

RECCOMENDED ADJUSTMENTS TO THE 2019-20 BUDGET - SUMMARY



RECCOMENDED ADJUSTMENTS TO THE 2019-20 BUDGET - NON-SALARY SCHOOL BASED BUDGET REDUCTION  DETAIL

LOCATION SUBJECT ORG OBJ MOC DESCRIPTION AMOUNT SCHOOL TOTAL
HPS GENERAL EDUCATION BLA10000 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Teacher Supplies (7,350.00)$     
HPS GENERAL EDUCATION BLA10000 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Paper and Laminates (1,100.00)$     
HPS ART BLA10001 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Clay, glazes, paper, markers, paint, etc. (506.00)$        
HPS ENGLISH BLA10002 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce Classroom Libraries K‐2 (5,199.00)$     
HPS ENGLISH BLA10002 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce TC libraries K‐2 & TC Carts (15,024.00)$   
HPS READING BLA10006 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Intervention Materials, white boards, pocket folders, etc. (282.00)$        
HPS SCIENCE BLA10008 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce K‐2 Science Books (828.00)$        
HPS PHYS. ED. BLA10009 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Playground balls, cones, timers, etc. (300.00)$        
HPS MUSIC BLA10025 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Music sheets, CD’s, videos, etc. (546.00)$        
HPS LIBRARY BLA22235 56240 SUPPLIES Reduce Book Replacements (1,184.00)$     
HPS LIBRARY BLA22235 53200 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Reduce Encyclopedia Brit. (946.00)$        
HPS PRINCIPAL BLA24143 56120 SUPPLIES Reduce Paper, professional resources, etc. (610.00)$        
HPS GUIDANCE BPA21243 56100 SUPPLIES Reduce Paper, rewards, videos, etc. (210.00)$        
HPS HEALTH BPA21343 56100 SUPPLIES Reduce Misc. health supplies (374.00)$        
NES GENERAL EDUCATION BLB10000 53200 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Reduce 1 Pratt Center Presentation (500.00)$        
NES GENERAL EDUCATION BLB10000 56100 SUPPLIES Remove 2 rug replacement requests (1,968.00)$     
NES GENERAL EDUCATION BLB10000 56100 SUPPLIES Remove flexible seating replacement request (2,085.47)$     
NES GENERAL EDUCATION BLB10000 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce instructional supplies (5,000.00)$     
NES GENERAL EDUCATION BLB10000 56500 SUPPLIES Remove 1 document camera replacement request  (400.00)$        
NES GENERAL EDUCATION BLB10000 57500 CAPITAL Remove cafeteria table replacement request (2,777.00)$     
NES ART BLB10001 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce art materials (700.00)$        
NES ENGLISH BLB10002 56411 SUPPLIES Reduce phonics kindergarten supplies (1,194.00)$     
NES ENGLISH BLB10002 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce classroom library allocation (2,200.00)$     
NES MATH BLB10007 56411 SUPPLIES Reduce additional math consumables (2,000.00)$     
NES PHYS. ED. BLB10009 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce sports equipment (100.00)$        
NES MUSIC BLB10025 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Music office supplies and sheet music (157.00)$        
NES LIBRARY BLB22235 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce new book requests (1,000.00)$     
NES PRINCIPAL BLB24143 55301 OTHER SERV Reduce postage line (500.00)$        
NES PRINCIPAL BLB24143 55505 OTHER SERV Reduce printing line (450.00)$        
NES PRINCIPAL BLB24143 56120 SUPPLIES Reduce Principal office supplies (500.00)$        
NES GUIDANCE BPB21243 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Guidance office supplies (200.00)$        
NES HEALTH BPB21343 56100 SUPPLIES Reduce Health office supplies (150.00)$        
NES SPEECH BPB21500 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Speech office supplies (100.00)$        
NES SPED BSB10011 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce SPED office supplies (1,200.00)$     
NES SPED BSB10011 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce SPED books (300.00)$        
NES EXCEL BSB10012 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce PreK classroom supplies (1,000.00)$     
SNIS GENERAL EDUCATION BLF10000 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Reduce 25 Chrome licenses  (750.00)$        
SNIS GENERAL EDUCATION BLF10000 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 25 chrome lisc remaining at $6 cheaper per (150.00)$        
SNIS GENERAL EDUCATION BLF10000 56100 SUPPLIES Reduce‐General Ed Supplies (4,000.00)$     
SNIS GENERAL EDUCATION BLF10000 56500   SUPPLIES Reduce 25 Chrome books  (6,250.00)$     
SNIS GENERAL EDUCATION BLF10000 56500   SUPPLIES 25 chrome books remaining at $30 cheaper per (750.00)$        
SNIS ART BLF10001 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Art Supplies (500.00)$        
SNIS ENGLISH BLF10002 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce English supplies (2,000.00)$     
SNIS ENGLISH BLF10002 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce TC library updates (3,000.00)$     
SNIS MATH BLF10007 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Math supplies (4,000.00)$     
SNIS MATH BLF10007 56411 SUPPLIES Reduce investigations quote  (17,832.00)$   
SNIS SCIENCE BLF10008 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Science Supplies (1,000.00)$     
SNIS PHYS. ED. BLF10009 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce PE Supplies (500.00)$        
SNIS PHYS. ED. BLF10009 57345 CAPITAL Reduce PE Equipment (500.00)$        

‐$24,481

‐$34,459



LOCATION SUBJECT ORG OBJ MOC DESCRIPTION AMOUNT SCHOOL TOTAL
SNIS SOC. STUD. BLF10010 53200 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Reduce SS Prof Serv (800.00)$        
SNIS SOC. STUD. BLF10010 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce SS Supplies (500.00)$        
SNIS MUSIC BLF10025 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Music Supplies (500.00)$        
SNIS MUSIC BLF10025 57345 CAPITAL Add Recorders for Music 1,200.00$       
SNIS LIBRARY BLF22235 53200 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Reduce Library‐ Professional Service (3,000.00)$     
SNIS LIBRARY BLF22235 56100 SUPPLIES Reduce Library‐gen supplies (750.00)$        
SNIS LIBRARY BLF22235 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Library‐ inst supplies (500.00)$        
SNIS LIBRARY BLF22235 56420 SUPPLIES Reduce Library‐ books (2,500.00)$     
SNIS LIBRARY BLF22235 57500 CAPITAL Reduce Library‐ furniture (2,500.00)$     
SNIS A/V BLF22335 56500       SUPPLIES Eliminate Multipurpose Room Projector   (4,000.00)$     
SNIS PRINCIPAL BLF24143 56100 SUPPLIES Reduce Principal Supplies (1,000.00)$     
SNIS ADMIN BLF24943 53200 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Reduce School Admin‐Prof Serv (1,500.00)$     
SNIS ADMIN BLF24943 57500 CAPITAL Reduce Rug and furniture refresh (5,000.00)$     
SNIS PPS BPF21343 56100 SUPPLIES Reduce Nursing Supplies (330.00)$        
SNIS SPED BSF10011 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES Reduce 12 Chrome licenses  (360.00)$        
SNIS SPED BSF10011 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 12 chrome lisc remaining at $6 cheaper per (72.00)$            
SNIS SPED BSF10011 56110 SUPPLIES Reduce Spec. Ed. Supplies (1,000.00)$     
SNIS SPED BSF10011 56500  SUPPLIES Reduce 12 Chrome books  (3,000.00)$     
SNIS SPED BSF10011 56500  SUPPLIES 12 chrome books remaining at $30 cheaper per (360.00)$        
SMS GENERAL EDUCATION BLD10000 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 88 chrome lisc at $6 cheaper per (528.00)$        
SMS GENERAL EDUCATION BLD10000 56500 SUPPLIES 88 chrome books at $30 cheaper per (2,640.00)$     
SMS PRAC. ARTS BLD10021 54310 PROPERTY SERVICES Remove practical arts repairs (600.00)$        
SMS PRAC. ARTS BLD10021 56110 SUPPLIES Remove practical arts supplies (6,074.00)$     
SMS PRAC. ARTS BLD10021 57345 CAPITAL Remove practical arts sewing machine requests (440.00)$        
NMHS ENGLISH BLE10002 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 30 chrome lisc at $6 cheaper per (180.00)$        
NMHS ENGLISH BLE10002 55101 OTHER SERV Reduce field trips (Children's Lit) (500.00)$        
NMHS ENGLISH BLE10002 56500 SUPPLIES 30 chrome books at $30 cheaper per (900.00)$        
NMHS WORLD LANG. BLE10002 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 30 chrome lisc at $6 cheaper per (180.00)$        
NMHS WORLD LANG. BLE10003 56500 SUPPLIES 30 chrome books at $30 cheaper per (900.00)$        
NMHS HEALTH BLE10003 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 30 chrome lisc at $6 cheaper per (180.00)$        
NMHS HEALTH BLE10003 56500 SUPPLIES 30 chrome books at $30 cheaper per (900.00)$        
NMHS MATH BLE10007 55101 OTHER SERV Reduce Field trips (Math Team), same # of trips but different locations (1,500.00)$     
NMHS MATH BLE10007 57345 CAPITAL Reduce CalcSAFE Deluxe Bundle TI‐84  (3,660.00)$     
NMHS SCIENCE BLE10008 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 30 chrome lisc at $6 cheaper per (180.00)$        
NMHS SCIENCE BLE10008 55101 OTHER SERV Reduce field trip (Yale Olympics) including AP earth science, new for 19.20 (2,000.00)$     
NMHS SCIENCE BLE10008 56500 SUPPLIES 30 chrome books at $30 cheaper per (900.00)$        
NMHS SCIENCE BLE10008 57400 CAPITAL Reduce Bunson burners, glassware, mustimeters, & PLTW equip (1,500.00)$     
NMHS SOC. STUD. BLE10010 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 30 chrome lisc at $6 cheaper per (180.00)$        
NMHS SOC. STUD. BLE10010 56500 SUPPLIES 30 chrome books at $30 cheaper per (900.00)$        
NMHS MUSIC BLE10025 55101 OTHER SERV Reduce field trips (9,000.00)$     
NMHS MUSIC BLE10025 57400 CAPITAL Reduce Chairs and music stands (1,500.00)$     
NMHS ATHLETICS BLE32040 55100 OTHER SERV Reduce field trips (10,000.00)$   
NMHS STUDENT ACTIVITIES BLE32042 55100 OTHER SERV Reduce field trips (3,000.00)$     
NMHS SPED BSE10011 53300 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 10 chrome lisc at $6 cheaper per (60.00)$            
NMHS SPED BSE10011 56500 SUPPLIES 10 chrome books at $30 cheaper per (300.00)$        

‐$67,704

‐$38,420

‐$10,282

RECCOMENDED ADJUSTMENTS TO THE 2019-20 BUDGET - NON-SALARY SCHOOL BASED BUDGET REDUCTION  DETAIL











 
 

  
 
 

  Mr. David Lawson                     June  6, 2019 
Chairman, New Milford Board of Education 
50 East Street 
New Milford, CT 06776 
 
Dear Mr. Lawson, 
I am proud to deliver the John J. McCarthy Observatory Corporation’s 

2018-2019 Annual Operations Report, per the Memorandum of 
Understanding between our organizations dated April 26, 2005. 

Our volunteer staff has made much progress this year in our mission, 
as we continue to build our skills, add fine volunteers, enrich our technology 
for education, and broaden our support of students and schools in the 
region, We are now in our 13th year of partnership with the Board of 
Education as a certified 501(C)(3) non-profit corporation, and we continue 
our focus on improving what we accomplish in exciting students to science.  

Highlights for engagement with New Milford students included 
orientation visits to the observatory for all 400 incoming freshman, and 
elementary school visits. Weather incidents caused us to defer last spring’s 
insect program, so we performed the program for all the 2nd and 3rd graders. 
We call it ‘Bugarama’ with a rich program to teach about ‘good and bad bugs’ 
in our region. This was extremely well received in all three schools.  

We have taken on two exciting new science initiatives: expanding and 
upgrading the technology to capture meteor trails in our region, and 
acquiring a very large and diverse meteorite collection, including some of 
both lunar and Martian origins. To view the meteorites, Danbury Hospital 
has donated a very fine microscope, and we have purchased a new computer 
and HD camera to enable image capture and projection for teaching 
programs. So…we now perform asteroid capture, meteor trail capture, and 
meteorite studies: the trifecta of studying solar system “messengers”, much 
of which goes back to the very beginnings of solar system formation. This is 
a whole new opportunity for students, and it is up and running.  

Galileo’s Garden is being re-planted with a wide variety of plants that 
are the best for attracting pollinating butterflies, bees and insect. We are now 
100% “green” in our management of this beautiful student garden, and it will 
have better appeal than ever. 

Things are progressing well, and our volunteer staff keeps getting 
more robust. We thank you for renewing our Memorandum of 
Understanding for another year. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Robert E. Lambert 
Treasurer - John J. McCarthy Observatory Corporation 

 

John J. McCarthy Observatory  

Board of Directors 
 
William Cloutier 
   Chairperson 
 
Montgomery Robson 
   President  
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   Secretary 
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John Gebauer 
   Chief Technology        

Officer 
 
Heidi Hammel, PhD 
 
Wendy Faulenbach 
 
William Quinnell 
 
Elaine Green 
 
Roger Moore 
 
Marc Polansky 
 
Danielle Ragonnet 
    



Introduction 
The 2018-2019 year has seen us greatly expand our science initiatives, extending beyond our core focus  
on deep space. It has been a year of invention, amazing acquisitions, and new technologies, along with 
growth in student projects and visits. It has been our best year of science progress in many years. We 
are very excited about what we can do in the future in solar system science given the capabilities we are 
developing and deploying now.  

Highlights in this report include: 

- Initial plans for a celebration event on July 20 – it is the 50Th anniversary of the first human 
footprint on the moon by Neil Armstrong on Apollo 11. The June and July Second Saturday 
Stars events will be all about the Apollo program and Apollo 11, leading  up to the July 20th 
public celebration. One of volunteers was an engineer on the Landing Module! 

- Expansion of our focus on the solar system science of asteroids/comets, to include 
capturing data on meteors with new technology, and the acquisition of a very large 
collection of meteorite specimens, that students can study  with a fine research-grade 
microscope and HD microscope camera.  

- Profiles of a few of the wonderful students that have volunteered at the McCarthy 
Observatory over our 19 years of operation. 

- Student interactions for all 9th graders (at the observatory) and all the second and third 
graders (at Northville, H&P, and SNIS), as well as 40 German exchange students 

- Redesign and augmentation  of Galileo’s Garden to be a pollinator destination, especially 
monarch butterflies, on our quest to achieve certification as a butterfly habitat. 



The great celebration: the 50th anniversary of the first footprints on the moon: July 20th 

We are planning a real celebration of the great accomplishment of July 20th, 1969, when the Apollo 11 
mission placed a lander on the lunar surface, and Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin stepped out of the 
lunar lander and started human exploration of another celestial object. This proof that the USA can do 
extraordinary things in science and engineering has had lasting effect, and for most of our volunteers it 
is a hallmark that we well remember. We are deep into planning a public event for the afternoon of 
Saturday, July 20th, with reenactment of the placing of instruments and the flag in their proper positions, 
Armstrong’s well-documents wanderings , making a true-dimensioned outline of the Saturn V rocket in 
the parking lot, raffling off many bits of memorabilia, and much more. On July 13th, our Second Saturday 
Stars event will feature a talk by one of our volunteers, retired engineer Peter Gagne of Brookfield, who 
worked on the Landing Module in the sixties. He is a treasure trove of Apollo lore.  

We will also celebrate progress in the “Artemis” effort to put people on the moon and plan for it being a 
jumping off place for human missions to the Martian surface.  The Apollo program will be properly 
characterized as a great step towards human solar system exploration. Armstrong’s first footprint will be 
our  icon for the July 20th event.  



Our focus on Solar system science is expanding in major ways 

For over 18 years we have been engaged in detecting and reporting positions of potentially 
hazardous asteroids to the Minor Planet Center of the International Astronomical Union (IAU). We 
have well over 2,000 accepted observations submitted, with very many of those done with student 
participation in the capture, analysis, and submission process. It is an exciting and important field,  
and we have excellent processes and tools to give us high odds of imaging and submitting results 
with exact location and very precise time recording. This has been a staple of our research.  We are 
now adding two more dimensions to this science – bright meteor trail capture and analysis, and 
meteorite studies. We are far along in both as of this writing: 

Identifying and tracking large, bright meteor trails, called “bolides’, is of great interest to NASA, and 
to many scientists and organizations globally. With proper equipment and regional networks these 
chunks of space rock can be captured via cameras, and their paths tracked to determine their 
origins. Theorigins can be chunks of asteroids, Mars or the moon, or pristine components of 
structures originating in the formative years of the solar system, 4.55 billion years ago! We are 
developing and inventing several “AllSky” cameras with full sky coverage and strong sensitivity for 
detecting and logging video of trails, using motion detection sensors and fisheye lenses. We are 
experimenting with many cameras and controllers to make the camera systems very affordable. We 
plan to recruit other institutions in the region to be part of the first New England bolide detection 
network, with us providing software, and either plans to make cameras or providing the cameras. A 
very sophisticated version of such a camera is working on the observatory rooftop now, with an 
excellent set of controls in a custom case in the warm room. This was developed and built by a 
brilliant Perkin Elmer retired engineer who has joined out volunteer team.  

 The most exciting and interesting part of this “three-legged” solar system science initiative is the 
study of meteorites. They tell much of the tale of the history of the solar system, and are fascinating 
to observe. To pursue this part of solar system history, we purchased a comprehensive collection of 
meteorites: we now possess a prized collection of over 230 meteorite specimens, gathered over 20 
years by a respected expert dealer and meteorite collector who was retiring from his business. The 
collection is incredibly diverse, with several lunar specimens and several Martian specimens, along 
with a broad spectrum of meteorites from many solar system sources. A large percentage of them 
are known as “chondrites”, which contain tiny spheres of material called “chondrules” that formed 
in the beginnings of the solar system, 4.55 billion years ago.  The collection contains many rare 
objects, some of which cannot be purchased now at any price. One of the most important chondrite 
specimens is from the Weston meteorite, which exploded over New Milford in December of 1807. It 
was the first detected rock falling from the sky in the Western hemisphere, thus a very prized object. 
We are about to engage in imaging the entire Weston meteor and stitch the many individual small-
area images into one massive image of the whole specimen, which we can print in color on a 44” 
commercial printer.  Since it broke apart over New Milford, and was the first such event ever 
recorded in the Western Hemisphere, this could be a serious display item for New Milford.  



To help students and volunteers examine these specimens, Danbury Hospital donated a high-quality 
professional Olympus “teaching telescope” to the observatory. We have reengineered it to be 
excellent at viewing and imaging rock specimens instead of thin tissue samples….a very different 
way of using such a microscope. The microscope has two viewing stations, an additional “trinocular 
tube” for a camera, three sets of four eyepieces, and many enhancements that make this an 
excellent instrument for observing rocks rather than thin tissue samples.     

 We have also purchased a state-of-the-art 18 MP microscope video/still camera so specimens can 
be photographed,  and also so we can run group session with live videos , projected on our large HD 
“home theater” system, of the tiny features that are in the range of 20 to 200 microns in size, and 
often smaller. Visitors who have seen all this so far have been fascinated.  

 

 

Ten full display cases  

Ten full display cases  

Weston meteorite chondrules        
20 to 200 microns in size 

4.55 billion years old 

Perfect size for microscope study 



Reengineering  the microscope  

The Olympus microscope we received is one of the finest, most precise and widely used optical  
microscopes of all. It is spectacular to use in viewing the incredible detail embedded in the over 230 
meteorites we have purchased.  It is in superb condition, with every part of it working in “as new” 
condition.  The challenge we faced when we received the instrument was to reengineer it to our needs. 
It was designed to look at very thin tissue specimens, as biologists and medical professionals would 
need. So it performed illumination from below, and had a VERY thin depth of focus.  Looking at rocks 
was not feasible.  

It was a fun and challenging project to overcome these obstacles.  We developed an illumination 
strategy to use LED flashlights lights mounted on goosenecks to be able to get proper light, adjustable to 
each individual specimen. We purchased an HD camera that can image tiny areas of specimens with 
great magnification, and display on our HDTV or large projector.  We developed a method of using an 
adjustable iris to increase depth of field by a factor of 8X, allowing us to have fine focus for most of the 
pits and peaks in our specimens.  We also installed a custom control mechanism to allow precise motion 
in X and Y directions so we can image the whole surface of all our objects in many adjacent images, and 
stitch the images together to make giant images of entire meteorites. We can also do well-focused 
image stacking into the depth of the objects with the software provided. This has been a very creative 
process, and the results are wonderful. We are now ready to begin serious imaging and study.  



Olympus microscope - donated by Danbury Hospital  
 

 

 
A “teaching 
microscope”, with 
two viewing stations 

18 megapixel 
video/still HD 
microscope imaging 
camera 

Illumination using LED flashlights on 
goosenecks with precise adjustability. 
Three are used to achieve proper coverage 

 



Student  volunteer highlights 

We have had the wonderful privilege of mentoring many fine students of all ages from the region over 
nearly 19 years. Our “open door” approach to supporting students has been key to curious and 
motivated students joining in to learn, to volunteer, to attend and lead many Second Saturday Stars 
programs, to participate in  our “family friendly” Adult Ed courses, and some to do serious science 
studies. Here are brief snapshots of some of our most dedicated student volunteers over the years.   

Lisa Glutkovsky – Lisa won the grand prize in the 2003 Intel International Engineering and Science Fair 
with her very successful project as a junior at NMHS using JJMO equipment to accurately measure the 
distance to an asteroid 15 million kilometers away – her measurements were within 1% of the known 
distance. She received over $100,000 in scholarships for this amazing work. Lisa graduated from 
Princeton, and received her Ph.D. in clinical psychology from Yeshiva University. She is now a 
Postdoctoral Fellow at Mount Sinai Health System in New York. Her research focuses on 
neuropsychological factors of multiple sclerosis.  

Aaron Eisman – as a student at Westport's Staples High School, Aaron did a project in August of 2003 to 
perform the challenging task of detecting the rotation rate of an asteroid, using our equipment of that 
era. He was the first person to discover the rotation rate of asteroid (21652) 1999 OQ2. For this he 
became a semi-finalist in the 2004 Intel Science Talent Search. Aaron graduated from Brown University 
and is now a medical researcher. 

 Kyle Cloutier – Kyle “grew up” in the observatory, as the daughter of confounder and now JJMO Board 
Chairman Bill Cloutier. She has been a volunteer since 2000. Kyle did an impressive spectrograph project 
in high school…the first successful project with that complicated instrument. After graduating with a 
degree in Aerospace Engineering from the University of Maryland, she began a career at the NASA Jet 
Propulsion laboratory (JPL).  She has had  serious assignments in her nearly 5 years at JPL. She has 
worked on the Opportunity vehicle team, the Cassini Saturn mission, the Insight mission to Mars, and 
now Kyle’s primary job is as a payload/instrument engineer for two Earth-science satellites: 
Sentinel-6, which will monitor ocean altimetry as a continuation of the work being done by 
the Jason satellites, and SWOT or the Surface Water Ocean Topography Mission. Sentinel-6 
is scheduled to launch in 2020 and SWOT in 2021. She has just temporarily rejoined the 
Mars InSight team as the Tactical Uplink Lead, overseeing tactical operations and 
reconciling science and engineering priorities. She finds time to be a speaker via a remote 
for our Second Saturday Stars events, and does an amazing job relating to our audiences.  

Katie  Shusdock – Katie did a wonderful galaxy imaging project and report while in 4th grade, and 
became a fine volunteer, doing many tasks in support of our mission. She just received her BS Degree in 
Biology from Northeastern University, and is pursuing being accepted for a Masters Degree in education.  
She is an adventurous student, having over-wintered in Antarctica to do Marine Biology research there, 
and spent 7 months overseeing more than ninety penguins at the New England Aquarium in Boston. 
Katie was very active as a team leader in First Robotics all through high school.  



Carly KleinStern – Carly performed a challenging long period comet science project as a junior at NMHS, 
and has been an energetic volunteer for 6 years.  She graduated cum laude in May from Brandeis, with a 
BS with high honors in Physics. She also received a BA in mathematics, and a minor in philosophy. She 
was very successful in 4 serious research assistant jobs in her college years; at Brandeis, U. of Rochester, 
and FermiLab. She has been accepted for a PhD program at the University of Chicago, studying 
experimental particle physics. When home, she is still actively involved with the observatory.  

Charlie  Osborne – Charlie has been a great student volunteer, interested in everything in the sky. He 
brought many of his track team and other friends with him to share in his interest. He became proficient 
in the use of the equipment, and supported numerous visitor groups. He has just finished his first year at 
the University of Virginia, majoring in Aerospace Engineering.  

Louise Gagnon  – Louise joined JJMO as a volunteer while in 10th grade at Taft School. She soon began 
volunteering to do presentations at our Second Saturday Stars events, and her talks have all been 
superb in content, graphic excellence and delivery. She also asked to put on a summer school week-long 
astronomy camp for middle school students. She ran the entire program in 2017 and 2018, and they 
were hugely successful.  Louise is soon finishing her freshman year at the University of Chicago.  

Isabella Bianchi  – Isabella has been a superb volunteer these past two years. She has mastered 
operation of all the complex observatory equipment, helped on many group visits, helped in two adult 
ed courses, successfully imaged a newly-discovered supernova, participated in a number of sessions 
capturing images of potentially hazardous asteroids. She also lead the  testing of  the recently donated 
14.5” telescope. She recruited her father to do spend many hours doing professional-quality 
photographs of all 231 meteorites in our new collection. She will attend Tufts University in the fall in a 
STEM program. 

 



Galileo’s Garden 

When we started design and construction of the garden over 10 years ago, the goal was to have a 
“walled-in” activity center and earth-friendly habitat. Such a garden takes a long time to mature, with a 
significant learning curve and lots of trial and error along the way. With what we are doing this spring, 
we can now say we have achieved those goals, and have set new ones for the next two years. With 
much guidance from a landscape designer and a crew of Master Gardeners who have a passion for this 
garden, it has become a beautiful place of repose. 

 This spring we are redoing the three raised beds to be a true pollinator garden: we are planting over 60 
new perennials, comprised of over 20 species that are known winners in attracting butterflies, 
hummingbirds, and other pollinators. Such a garden has to have plants to attract and feed butterflies, to 
have places to deposit eggs, to have the right food for caterpillars, to have safe places for chrysalis, and 
rich habitat for mature butterflies.  The plants going in now will be fine attractors this summer, and will 
reach maturity in two years, so by 2021 this should be a fully established and beautiful new garden 
feature, and help revive the threatened monarch population.  

To do this correctly and have it be a true “teaching garden”, we have fully evolved our gardening 
practices to be 100% earth-friendly.  Quite a journey! Proper ecological garden management  is now our 
only practice, meaning no harmful chemicals at all are allowed. No herbicides, no pesticides, no artificial 
chemical fertilizers: just proper products and practices. It works! What we have found: the more we 
learned and evolved to utilizing the right ecological methods, the healthier and more robust and 
beautiful the garden became, and the more pollinators we have been home to. We teach second and 
third grade students about invasive species and about native insects, both good and bad, and are now 
beginning work with two NMHS earth science teachers to partner in teaching students, and hopefully to 
develop a student garden in the coming school year using best practices. We have provided them with a 
set of reference books on proper garden practices, and are eager to be partners with them starting in 
the fall.  





  

 

 

May 31 – a beautiful Friday! Four classes in Galileo’s Garden that day. 

This was our dream when we began. Many classes visit in spring and fall. 

 

 

 



Bugarama –an  insect program for all 2nd and 3rd graders in New Milford 

Six Master Gardeners who are involved in Galileo’s Garden planning and managing staged a very 
extravagant science program for both the 2nd graders and 3rd graders of New Milford. Over 6 days and 
11 sessions in 3 schools, 542 students  and 47 staff members attended sessions put on by an amazing 
and talented group. This was more than “displaying  bugs in cases”, although they were able to explore 
Connecticut insects, both beneficial and harmful, in 11 well-organized display cases. It featured 
dragonflies in song and a custom made costume and dance, a great Powerpoint on Connecticut insects, 
wasps nests to examine, the fine display cases, and gifts for classroom activities.   This program is very 
much in concert with NGSS, something we strive to support in all our activities  

The teachers were most supportive and complimentary. Two letters from teachers: 

 From Northville teacher Jenna Giudice   

The second grade students and teachers at Northville Elementary School enjoyed the Bugarama presentation 
brought to us by the John J. McCarthy Observatory volunteers.  Our students were engaged during the entire 
presentation and walked away learning so much about the different types of bugs that live in our gardens.  The 
JJMO volunteers did a wonderful job raising the interest of our students about this topic and provided them with 
many chances to actively learn about the world around them.  This presentation connected to the 
standards outlined in Next Generation Science Standards by allowing students to discover  interdependent 
relationships in our ecosystem.   Students learned about the pests and beneficials in the garden through a 
PowerPoint presentation given by Master Gardener, Nicole Christensen.  Other Master Gardeners made learning 
fun for our students by wearing a dragonfly costume and teaching them through a clever and informative song.  
Students worked together to label the parts of the dragonfly and enjoyed viewing the large collection of bugs that 
were displayed in glass boxes.   The second grade teachers at Northville hope to have the JJMO volunteers back 
again next year to help us encourage our future students to be curious observers and learners about their 
environment.   

From Hill and Plain teacher Donna Nash 

On April 11th and April 12th, volunteers from the John J. McCarthy Observatory of New Milford brought the 
“Bugarama” program to Hill and Plain School for our second graders.  This year's program was very well received 
by both our staff, and much more importantly, our students.  The program began with a wonderful PowerPoint 
presentation in which Nicole Christensen shared information about a variety of different types of insects.  Much of 
the information was very applicable to where we live, so the children were able to relate to it.  In addition to the 
PowerPoint, there was a song and a beautiful "dragonfly" visitor (a garden club member in costume).  After the 
presentation, the students were invited to explore the insect display cases.  They all found the insects fascinating.  
The second graders were invited to ask questions of the volunteers.  At the K-2 level, the practice of making 
observations is a large part of the Next Generation Science Standards.  This presentation most definitely lends 
itself to this practice.  We really appreciate the JJMO volunteers and Master Gardeners joining us for part of the 
morning and look forward to another visit next year.    



Kathy Shemeley – 
retired teacher 

Nicole Christiansen 
Master Gardener -
Insect collector 

Kathy Ohsann 
Master Gardener 

Paula Hutchinson – 
Master Gardener 
Costume maker 
 

Adrienne Caruso – Master Gardener, 
singer, songwriter and artist 



Student interactions 

We always host many visiting student groups from a number of communities, primarily scouting 
groups.  This year was no exception, although weather conditions made juggling schedules a 
challenge.  We also have seen a growth in the number of family visits, and much enjoy teaching 
students in small group settings, with parents and grandparents joining in. 
 
We are also seeing many more repeat visits by students, who often are bringing their friends.  Part 
of this is due to an initiative by Danielle Ragonnet to bring all new 9th grade students to visit the 
observatory, and her requirement that students in her Astronomy visit the observatory twice during 
the semester.  The 9th grade visit program started three years ago and averages about 400 students 
per year, so at this point about 1,200 students in NMHS have visited and heard a talk on the sun and 
an orientation to the telescope equipment.  
 
In addition, the Bugarama program was seen and enjoyed by 542 students this spring, and recently 
we greatly enjoyed hosting the 40 German exchange students and their hosts.  This all adds up to 
interacting with around 1,000 students in this school year.  Visits to the garden and the scale solar  
system greatly increase the number .  

Donated equipment: 
The following equipment has been acquired and is being donated to the Board of Education at this time: 

- Dell 7000 series laptop computer - $630 
- Olympus “teaching” telescope and accessories - $4,200 
- AmScope  18 MP  microscope imaging camera - $416 
- AllSky cameras and mounts - $2,000 
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